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About This Game

Mad science raised you from the dead! Pursue justice or vengeance, love or secrets, as you save or destroy the world with
forbidden eldritch power.

The Mysteries of Baroque is a 200,000-word interactive Gothic horror novel by William Brown, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

One dark and stormy night in a remote castle in the mountains, you awake anew, resurrected by the brilliant Dr. Holofernes. But
even a mad scientist can't keep you alive forever. As the procedure reverses itself over time, you will begin to die again. You

must fight to stay alive long enough hunt down your killers, avenge yourself, and protect the ones you love.

Operating out of the mysterious Grand Guignol Theater, your quest will take you through the darkest shadows of the city of
Baroque, the City of Dreadful Night, from its vast subterranean slums to the opulent mansions of its jaded, debauched

aristocracy. Will you lose yourself in the distractions of romance, assure your own survival through the Holofernes Procedure,
or sacrifice everything to take your revenge?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or ace.

 Fight to reclaim your old life and identity – or make a new home for yourself in the Grand Guignol Theater
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 Trade your soul to a dark god in return for vengeance – or reject its help and fight alone.

 Stalk your killers through the glittering demimonde, mansions, and the slums.

 Learn the sanity-blasting secrets of the occult and risk your mind by unleashing them on your enemies.

 Use the power of science to devise and build bizarre inventions: death rays, gliders, and hallucinogenic grenades.

 Augment your regenerating body with clockwork technology like wings, a camera eye, or steel claws.

 Uphold the forces of law and order, the revolutionary Worker’s Council, or the enigmatic Vendetta faction in the battle
for Baroque’s soul.

 Embark on dream quests and night visions to learn new skills and uncover ancestral memories.

 Bring comfort and hope to the suffering citizens of Baroque, or drive them further into darkness in pursuit of
vengeance.

You died betrayed. You died in pain. And your troubles are just beginning.
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In a world... gone mad!

Throw ducks for fun...

Actually gets pretty intense on the hardware with enough baby ducks.. If you like upgrade games, this is a short and good one.
Totally worth the money, even though it's one of those games you play through one time.

8\/10. This puzzle game has some interesting mechanims and it was a real pleasue to complete it.. The Games name has a
spelling error: Its "Deadgarden" not "Deathgarden".

This Game was intresting, but is pretty dead now.... The puzzle room VR is a very simple yet puzzling game. It puts you in a
room where you are trapped yet you have freedom to interact with almost everyth single aspect of that room. The game at its
current state is not to hard, but if you are one to mess around in vr you can easily waste time in this game and still have fun.
Currently it only has 2 rooms to escape from. The first room being short and easy yet still fun. While the second room feels the
developers put more time into it to make it a little longer. Both rooms are still fun and possible to complete. If you are looking
for an escape the room for a decent price and future updates the price on this game is pretty resonable. Id reccomend this game
to anyone looking to escape a room or two, and definitely reccomend throwing some friends into the game aswell.
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a lot of trial and error, but solid enough game mechanics to make it mostly feel like your fault when you die.. It is impossible
not to feel even a little dread while playing this game, knowing there might be a monster sneaking up from behind. Feels like an
arcade VR game, with waves of zombies coming at you while you try to survive as long as you can. Feels very intuitive and skill-
based.. Very short but fun. I enjoyed the soundtrack and art style; hopefully, one day, I can make a similar successful game like
this one c: Would play it if you enjoy a quick adventure with a peaceful environment (aka the music cause it is classified as a
horror game lol). No way.
Just don't bother with this one.. This game is easy and yes i think. Please dont get this game,
- The English is horrendously terrible, if they had used google translate, everything would have been better
- The game mechanics are very hard to understand due to the lack of good English
- The controls are ♥♥♥♥ing egregious
- The settings tab is almost non-existent and says ♥♥♥♥ing coming soon
- They have not updated the game in a year and I thank them for that as that just means they also see how
♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥their game is

Final Score = 0/100. NOTE: Review made in late 2016.

It is quite late for me to be making a review for this game, but better late than never.

Black Ops III is a very solid Call of Duty game. The best one yet in recent years, if I do say so myself. Content-wise, this game
has enough stuff to keep you busy for a long, long time. And I'm going to tell you why:

1. CAMPAIGN: True to Treyarch fashion, the campaign is a complete mind♥♥♥♥. You thought you understood it, but then
BOOM! It hits you with a plot twist so deep, M. Night Shyamalan couldn't even comprehend. The amount of lore and detail that
went into this game is unbelievable by COD standards. That said, the campaign doesn't come without flaws. The story and
characters have some poor design, with a lot of characters that you are supposed to care for, yet the game didn't attempt to make
you feel it and just assume you do. You feel disconnected at times from the story, even though that's probably a good thing as
you're supposed to be (I can't say any further because that will spoil the story). The campaign doesn't feature a lot of familiar
actors, but going along with more cult favorites such as Christopher Meloni, Katee Sackhoff and Ben Browder, who maybe
more familiar to those who are fans of series like Law and Order, Battlestar Galactica and Stargate SG-1. For the most parts, the
actors did a good job in their portrayal of the characters, which is to be expected. My only concern is the lack of identity for the
Player character, which, again, fits with the plot that Treyarch is trying to portray. But a last name like "Mason" would've
sufficed.

Gameplay-wise, this is the most in-depth COD campaign yet, with full level progression for your character, guns and
equipment, with a variety of unlocks. To truly acquire 100% completion in this campaign can take you a serious amount of
time. But it's worth every single second for those who love a good challenge. And you can even play the campaign co-op with up
to 4 players, so the experience is even more fun.

2. MULTIPLAYER: If you love Black Ops II MP, and you love advanced movements, you'll love Black Ops III MP. The chain-
based movement system made by Treyarch is very fluid and easy to master, in comparison to the Exo system provided by
Sledgehammer Games in Advanced Warfare. Players have better control of the movement, which makes for a more relaxing
experience (in theory). The Specialists are a very nice addition, though unbalanced at times for the game. It's very surprising to
see Treyarch build an entire lore and backstories for each Specialist, giving them their own identity rather than Random Soldier
#76 (winkwink).

But of course, this game is also the start of the money-making train called "COD Points". By now, you should probably know
about this microtransaction currency, which you use to buy supply drops in-game to open for a chance of good loot. It doesn't
sound too bad, until they start adding weapons into the loot pool. Pretty much every new gun and melee weapon are locked
behind supply drops. So if you're unlucky, you may never see a new weapon in your time of playing this game. However, don't
be too discouraged, as the game does have a Contract challenge that will provide you with supply drops that guarantee at least
one gun and one melee weapon (and one more for each when you buy the season pass).

The DLC maps are also well done, with old maps being remade to fit the movement system. Definitely worth picking up the
season pass for. As of now, the DLC maps are sadly only in TDM, but I hope in the future Treyarch will compose a Moshpit
playlist for all objective modes, so that season pass owners can play objective modes on the DLC maps.
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3. ZOMBIES: The heart of Treyarch's games, Zombies is even more in-depth than ever before. The story is given way more
attention this year, with cinematic moments that you'd only dream of in the campaign, while retaining the mystery and
crypticness of Treyarch all around it. It was such a pleasure to see how Zombies developed from a simple survival game mode to
the complex, easter egg-centric, cinematic mode that it is today. It was also pleasant to see the return of the favorite quartet of
Zombies, the Original 4. as the main characters, kicking♥♥♥♥♥and saving the world. However, it does irk me that the game
isn't as Zombie-focused as it should be. With the introduction of mythical forces in the story, the zombies become less and less
important as the story progresses. It's not entirely a bad thing, but it can have a negative effect on the state of the story as a
whole, a gamemode where originally zombies only existed due to a mysterious alien element.

Gameplay-wise, Zombies in Black Ops III provides a lot of variety, with special abilities called Gobblegums that you can use, as
well as full weapon progression system. The maps are also well designed, as are the sidequests. That is, until the last two maps
where the sidequests become random as all Hell. But all in all, it was a fun, exciting and epic journey. Even though the finale to
the 8-year saga could've ended on a better note, it was satisfying for me. And I await to see what Treyarch cooks up in 2018.

4. PC VERSION: Despite what you may have heard, Black Ops III is actually quite optimized on PC. It's just a bit more
demanding than other COD games, even Infinite Warfare, due to some design decisions. As with previous titles, Treyarch pays
a lot of attention in giving PC gamers a good experience while not straying too far from the console experience. Though there
are certain things I don't necessarily agree with on their work (like completely separating PC balancing from console), BO3 is
still a solid PC game that deserves to be played. As of the time this review goes live, mod tools have already been out for over a
month, and the community has published a lot of great content. If you loved custom Zombies in World at War, you'll love
custom Zombies in BO3.

Overall, Treyarch didn't disappoint me with BO3. It was everything I expected it to be, and more. Did it come up short at certain
parts? Yes. But the goods outweigh the bads for me. Black Ops III will remain one of my top 5 favorite COD games in a long
time.. The game plays much like candy crush if candy crush were a 1v1 game. You match symbols to collect mana to empower
your minions so that they can launch attacks against opposing minions. You win by defeating all opposing minions.

It was entertaining at first until I reached the frustration I've encountered in previous games...grinding.

Proceeding through the PvE portion of the game requires no amount of skill; instead, it requires inhuman levels of patience
because AI opponents are overloaded with health and shields to the point that in order to reduce them to an acceptable level, a
player must revisit previously beaten levels and beat those levels...repeatedly.

Rewards are incredibly RNG based and most of the time players are rewarded with points they may use to level up their
minions. These add up fast, especially for those who visit PvP a few times. Eventually, players have no use for these points until
after they've overcome a series of PvE challenges.

Levelling up minions is entirely pointless; in fact, because minions are all set to level 10 in PvP. It's only PvE in which minion
levels somewhat matter and I say "somewhat" because the fake difficulty presented by High HP enemies is the excuse provided
for players needing to grind. If enemy HP levels are lowered enough then minion levels can be rendered nearly pointless
altogether.

As far as gameplay goes...there is some illlusion of fast-paced gameplay, but it is all too easily shattered by the number of
interruptions players suffer through whenever a cinematic attack from either side is used during which time the game stops
altogether just so both sides can "enjoy" seconds of an attack animation that they will see many more times throughout whatever
amount of time they spend on the game. These hiccups as I like to call them often ruin whatever focus is needed to win.

And whatever skill is involved in actually defeating other players is removed by the fact that should either player fail to see any
possible match on the board, the game will helpfully and automatically highlight an available match.

At best, this game is a colorful and bright distraction.

Graphics: 7/10
Sound: 7/10
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Gameplay: 4/10
Overall: 6/10
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